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Résumé: Depuis le début du 20e siècle, plus de 198 structures d'impact [1] ont été découvertes sur notre planète. 
Leur nombre ne cesse d'augmenter et d'autres structures d'impact attendent d'être découvertes [2]. En effet, en surface, 
de récentes études démontrent que la majorité des cratères supérieurs à 6 km de diamètre ont été identifiés mais qu'il 
reste à découvrir des dizaines de cratères entre 1 et 6 km de diamètre et peut-être quelques centaines de cratères dont 
le diamètre est inférieur à 1km.  

Vigie-Cratère (vigie-cratere.org), troisième volet du programme Vigie-Ciel (vigie-ciel.org) propose une méthodo-
logie participative pour caractériser en plusieurs étapes des structures d’impact potentielles à partir de données topo-
graphiques (relief ombré) qui peuvent révéler des dépressions circulaires invisibles sur l'imagerie satellite. Les meil-
leurs candidats peuvent faire l’objet d’études plus poussées sur le terrain afin de caractériser leur nature. 

Introduction:  Since the beginning of the 20th cen-
tury, 198 impact structures [1] have been confirmed on 
our planet. Their numbers are constantly increasing and 
there are more impact structures awaiting to be discov-
ered [2] though the number of missing objects in the ter-
restrial record remains debated. Among impact struc-
tures to be discovered, many of them may be buried un-
der sediments, whereas other are exposed at the surface. 
Dozens of craters between 1 and 6 km in diameter and 
maybe a few hundred craters smaller than 1 km of di-
ameter remain to be discovered according to an estima-
tion based on average erosion rates on the Earth  [2]. 
Professional and amateur researchers have often identi-
fied potential impact structures thanks to satellite or aer-
ial imagery or topography. Databases of such potential 
impact structures indicate that there is considerable 
fieldwork to explore all of these structures to elucidate 
their origin and complete the knowledge of the terres-
trial impact record.  

Vigie-cratère: Vigie-Cratère (Fig. 1) offers to ap-
prentice impact scientists a new search interface and 
protocol based on topographic data (shaded relief) 
which has the advantage of highlighting circular subtle 
circular depressions that may not be visible on satellite 
imagery (Fig. 2). For all the structures identified, ex-
plorers will have the opportunity to indicate their pre-
ferred guess on the potential origin as a “vote” (impact, 
volcanism, etc…). The user is educated to determine 
his/her preferred guess based on available imagery and 
topographic data. Vigie-Cratère also proposes to enrich 
the current knowledge on the potential structures by col-
lecting and submitting photos from the field (landscape, 
rock). A discussion forum is also provided for interac-
tion between participants to discuss the collected data 
and preliminary results. 

Searching for new impact structure: Shaded relief 
images of 50x50 km with a resolution of 90 m based on 
SRTM data are offered randomly to the participant out 
of a total of 200,000 images covering the surface of the 
continents. A tutorial helps each registered participant 
to understand how to recognize a circular depression 
from the shaded relief images. Participant are invited to 
carefully scrutinize each image during a few minutes to 
identify circular structures. Two zoom levels are avail-
able to detect circular structures of different sizes from 
500 m to several kilometers in diameter. The explorer 
may delineate the identified structures and then submit 
them to the vote of other participants.  

Vote for structure type: The voting module allows 
the participants to give their guess on the structures 
identified on the shaded relief images. The structures to 
be analyzed are submitted randomly to the participants. 
The first step is to confirm or not the circular nature of 
the structures identified by other participants.  The sec-
ond step asks to determine if the structure identified on 
the shaded relief is also visible on the satellite image. 
The user can play with the level of transparency be-
tween the satellite image and the shaded relief.  In the 
third step, the participant is invited to make a guess 
(vote) on the nature of the structure. The explorer is 

Fig. 1 – Vigie-Cratère platform (vigie-cratere.org) 
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educated via a tutorial that provides several keys and 
explains basic criteria to distinguish between an impact 
structure, a volcanic or an anthropogenic structure.  
(Fig. 3). The participant chooses between the 3 main 
families of processes that may be responsible for the for-
mation of circular features on Earth. It is also possible 
to indicate a blank vote if the exporer is not able to for-
mulate a guess with enough confidence. The vote is then 
added to previous ones and that participant can then see 
the complete results of all the votes. 

 

 
Fig. 2 – Illustration of the enhanced visual perception 
of impact structure combining shaded relief from topog-
raphy and satellite imagery. This view of the 10.5 km in 
diameter impact crater in Ghana (Bosumtwi) is ob-
tained by combining in the Google Earth interface a 
shaded relief image based on SRTM data and Google 
satellite imagery (50% transparency). 
 

Characterizing identified structures: The list of 
identified structures is made available on-line to all par-
ticipants on a 3D globe. For each structure, the partici-
pant has access to (1) topographic and satellite images 
of the structures, (2) a summary of votes, (3) a forum to 
discuss with other participants the nature of the struc-
tures and (4) photos of the structure and photos of the 
rocks or any available useful data collected and shared 
by the participants. Indeed, Vigie-Cratère invites partic-
ipants during their travels to take photos to document 
the potential impact structures and share them on a ded-
icated on-line interface. These images include general 
overviews of the structure of close-up views of outcrops 
or rock samples.  Educational content is offered to the 
participants and explains in particular what type of 
rocks and features are considered to be diagnostic fea-
tures of impact structures  (impact breccia, shatter 
cones, melts and impact glasses). 
 

 
Fig. 3 – Keys and basic criterial for voting on the po-
tential families of processes of the identified structure. 
 

Conclusion: Thanks to shaded relief images, Vigie-
Cratère will makes it possible to identify new potential 
impact structures that may not be visible on satellite im-
agery. This citizen science program available in English 
and French, allows as many people as possible to learn 
about impact science. This international platform is also 
made accessible to all researchers who are willing to 
achieve field expeditions at the potential impact struc-
tures identified by the participants. Scientific publica-
tions making use of the Vigie-Cratère data shall 
acknowledge the program and include the impact ex-
plorers in the author list. 
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